
Ethical Scenario 



Informed Consent 

Informed consent is a keystone of the ethical implication of research
encompassing humans. Centered on the ethical code of respect for
individuals, the objective of informed consent is to certify that individuals
are aware of the threats and prospective benefits, and contribute to the
research intentionally.

Human Subject Model Traditions involves definite consent and re-consent
for further use. According to this model, every aspect of the study is not
available at the initial stages and for further studies, new investigation or
examination should be initiated with re-consent from the participants. For
research including the gathering and stocking of biosamples and information,
this would characteristically contain a declaration that stockpiled resources
will be castoff in an upcoming study.



Ethical Implications in Scientific Studies 

• The early organizations required
loosening consent standards to
facilitate research, but they sacrifice
autonomy and may ultimately impede
research by preventing extensive
linkage of information.

• •Further scientific research and
investigation is required to implement
consent laws at all levels.

• •The stakeholders should discover
advanced methods to foster this grade
of communication with contributors
while maximizing the usefulness of
stockpiled models and information.



Subject’s Identity is Important  

The National Cancer Institute’s Best 
Performs for Biosample sources acclaims 
that “The informed consent paper should 
mention whether or not specific or 
collective study results will be declared to 
the human subject, the subject’s health 
care supplier, or the subject’s family”. 

Research including the assortment or study 
of present data, papers, registers, 
pathological samples, or diagnostic 
samples, if the information is widely 
presented or if the information is 
documented by the investigator in such a 
way that subjects cannot be recognized, 
openly or through identifiers related to the 
subject. 
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